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CONTACT US

by James Brotheridge
“Immediately, a baby cat started forming … in the cat uterus.”
The great thing about reviewing a show like Dot and Mae:
Delusions of Grandeur that’s done through improv is that I
can drop in a great line like that from the show, or tell you
everything about the characters created last night, and I
won’t be spoiling anything.
There are a few things that are constant night to night,
though, like the two leads of the show, Dot and Mae, played
by Lucy Hill and Judy Wensel respectively. As you can read
about in my piece on the show for the prairie dog, the show
is set in a 1940s mental institution, where Dot and Mae are a
pair of nurses.

Watch the Hot Dog Deals video:

The interactions between the two change, however. The
nurses a big part of the framework of the show, with a conflict
playing out between the two of them. (Last night, it was that a
doctor that Mae had kissed on the kisser — Mae’s words —
didn’t even know Dot’s name, which throws Dot into an existential crisis involving a failed
tattoo.)
As that’s going on, Dot and Mae each visit one of their patients. The one’s that I saw were
Molly Westlake and James Margaret, two names taken from the crowd beforehand. Hill and
Wensel then act out the obsessions and delusions of these patients, cats and birds
respectively for Molly and James, populating their worlds with outrageous and absurd
characters that still have real-feeling emotional lives. Then, the worlds of the patients meet,
bringing those stories to a close before Dot and Mae resolve their conflict.
Hill and Wensel being gifted improvisers isn’t even a question; their work at Combat Improv is
more than enough to prove that. (Next Combat show is Oct, 12, F.Y.I.) Still, their ability to create
this world of fantasy, where cats can talk and people and birds can fall in love or whatever
happens on subsequent nights of the show, that feels emotionally true is fascinating.
Part of it I imagine comes from them having a great idea of where they want the show to go.
The framework helps, but I couldn’t shake the feeling that beyond the chemistry and friendship
these two performers share, that they didn’t also have an understanding of the solipsism
involved in everyone’s personally fantasies, a narcissism they puncture by the end of the show.
Plus, they’re really freakin’ funny.
Dot and Mae: Delusions of Grandeur runs until Oct. 8. Go to the Globe Theatre’s site for ticket
and showtime information.
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Prairie Dog Kumite Number One!
Who will win? FIGHT!
Carl Johnson (Musician, Library
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Dog Blog welcomes your comments. We encourage smart, insightful and hilarious posts, and support a critical,
lively, debate-filled environment. We frown on hostility and abuse, unless it's very, very funny — then again, if it's
funny, it's probably not really all that abusive.
Some rules:
Comments deemed contrary to the spirit of enlightened discourse and/or entertaining squawking shall be
mercilessly squished.
Bigotry, hate, threats and psychosis will not be tolerated — but that goes without saying.

Voices)
Judy Wensel and Lucy Hill
(Actors, Dot And Mae, Globe
Theatre Sandbox Series)
Jocelyn Hutchinson, with a sword
(Regina Ward 2 Councillor)
William Shatner (Actor, Icon, Not
From Regina)
Dustin Byfuglien, handcuffed and

Thanks for posting on Dog Blog. Have fun, play nice and rant well.
Our lawyers suggest we inform everyone of the following: The views or comments expressed by posters found on this
or any subsequent pages do not necessarily reflect those of the writer, Prairie Dog or its contributors or editors.
(Seems obvious to us but in case it isn't, well, now we've spelled it out. Thenkew!)
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